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NEWS RELEASE
MARCIA COLISH, SCHOLAR OF THE MIDDLE AGES,
TO RECEIVE UD'S 2000 MARIANIST AWARD
DAYTON, Ohio -For Marcia L. Colish, the fascination of history lies between the
collapse of Rome and the blooming of the Renaissance. She studies the Middle Ages- because
"medieval Europe is the only traditional society to have modernized itself from within, without
the benefit of Marshall Plan aid," she said. Medieval Europeans increased their agricultural
output from subsistence levels to surplus, she said, and figured out how to translate high culture
into the vernacular.
Colish, the Frederick B. Artz professor of history at Oberlin College, will receive the
2000 Marianist Award from the University of Dayton on Thursday, Feb. 17. Given annually to
a Catholic scholar who has made an outstanding contribution to the intellectual life, the award
carries a $5,000 stipend. Colish will also receive "The Universal Mother," a raku piece by artist
Brother Don Smith, S.M., that features images of Mary from cultures around the world.
Colish will present an address titled "Catholic and Intellectual: Conjunction or
Disjunction?" at 3:30p.m. in the Kennedy Union Ballroom on campus, followed by the award
presentation and a reception. Admission is free and open to the public.
"Her scholarly contributions to the study of late antiquity and medieval thought have
been widely recognized and rightly applauded," said Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., president
of UD. "At a time when many people have thought that the study of the medieval period was
only for antiquarians, she has shown how its scope and form continue to shed light on questions
still asked in our own time."
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Colish first connected with the Middle Ages and intellectual history as a college
sophomore. "I loved the professor, loved the course and that was it," she said. "Ideas are

.

things that people do, they define people as much as social class or wealth or politics. And they
thought so differently and lived so long ago- it was the remoteness and challenge that really
turned me on. My fate was sealed."
Although the term was yet to be coined, it was an interdisciplinary course of study
Colish pieced together, featuring philosophy, religion, culture, art and history. "I immersed
myself in the period," she said.
She studied the Renaissance as well, helping during her career to bring about a shift in
historical thinking that kept scholars of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance in different
camps. "Now the dividing line is much more permeable. I am very happy to be part of that
shift."
Her most recent book is Medieval Foundations of the Western Intellectual Tradition, 4001400, published in 1997 by Yale University Press. Other books have focused on Peter Lombard,

the Stoic tradition from antiquity to the early Middle Ages (two volumes) and the medieval
theory of knowledge. Colish earned her bachelor of arts degree from Smith College and her
master's and doctorate in history from Yale University.
Established in 1950, the Marianist Award was originally presented to individuals who
made outstanding contributions to Mariology. In 1967, the concept for the award was
broadened to honor people who had made outstanding contributions to humanity. The award,
as currently given, was reactivated in 1986.
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For media interviews, call Marcia L. Colish at Oberlin College at (440) 775-8530.

